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Nearly 40% of U.S. Adult Mobile Phone
Owners Say Making Purchases via their
Device is Important, as Phone is Seen
Increasingly as a Commerce Tool
Placecast publishes results from the third wave of a series of polls conducted by
Harris on behalf of Placecast called “The Alert Shopper” Series. The study
reveals that 20% of all adult mobile phone users in the U.S. purchase using their
mobile phones – a number that increases to 34% when looking at just
smartphone users. This number has been steadily rising (8 percentage points in
the past 2 yeas) as smartphones become more ubiquitous. People are doing
more than just purchasing using their phones – they are using GPS/mapping
devices to find retail locations and visiting retailer websites, etc., which revels a
growing trend of mobile devices being used for commerce overall.

Consumers are also increasingly more receptive to receiving text-marketing
messages. “texting” still remains the most important activity on mobile phones
compared to others – a trend that we keep seeing again and again. It then is no
surprise that 3 out 10 mobile phone users who do not already receive text alerts
from companies say that they would be interested in receiving such messages
from brands, provided that they opt-in to such programs.

The poll also showed that those who currently receive text promotions reported
that these messages make a strong impact: nearly one out of three said they are
more likely to visit the store as a result, while one in four are more likely to
purchase the product promoted in the store as a result.

The importance of mobile offers to the mobile payments ecosystem is becoming
a significant topic for credit card companies, financial institutions, and carriers, as
they recognize the potential for mobile marketing to drive commerce, both instore and on the device. 	
  

